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“We’re being forced into the world’s
largest work-from-home experiment
and, so far, it hasn’t been easy for a
lot of organizations to implement, In
a recent webinar snap poll, 91% of
attending HR leaders (all in
Asia/Pacific) indicated that they have
implemented ‘work from home’
arrangements since the outbreak, but
the biggest challenge stems from the
lack of technology infrastructure and
lack of comfort with new ways of
working.”

“Working from home success depends profoundly on whether
management trust staffs to do their work even if you can’t see them”

Saikat Chatterjee
Senior Director, Advisory at Gartner

Online Threats from Remote Workers
Unsecured Wi-Fi networks: Many workers will be working from their home where they might have secure
Wi-Fi. But some may have to use unsecured public Wi-Fi networks which are prime spots for malicious
parties to spy on internet traffic and collect confidential information.
Using personal devices and networks: Most workers will be forced to use personal devices and home
networks for work tasks. These will often lack the tools built in to business networks such as strong
antivirus software, customized firewalls, and automatic online backup tools. This increases the risk of
malware finding its way onto devices and both personal and work-related information being leaked.
Scams targeting remote workers: We’ll likely see an increase in malicious campaigns targeting remote
workers. What’s more, with many employees lacking remote work opportunities, we’ll no doubt see an
increase in the prevalence of work-from-home scams.

Ready or not, due to the spread of
COVID-19 coronavirus, working
remotely from any location not only
teleworkers but also desk clerks is
suddenly an immediate requirement for
many. Few organizations feel prepared
for large-scale remote work.
Seize the opportunity to strengthen
your policies and formulate for future
workplace and employee needs.

DTS Solution may not be able to enforce employees’ behaviour at home BUT we can certainly
Deep-Inspect in an organization’s current setup on:
•
•
•

HOW remote employees are connecting to workplace
WHAT the employees can see, and restrict
WHEN employees does something they shouldn’t

DTS Solution to review People, Processes and Technology are aligned with business goal and if
they are fully utilized or if there is room for improvement for the safety and security of the
organization.
Please reach out to our team to initiate a discussion on how we can help you to create a custom
plan based on your needs.
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